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Abstract
Wepresent a program-and machlne-independent
standardfor
annotatingmacromolecular
structures. Dataencodedby this
specification maybe used for communicating
information
about structures and for exchangingit betweendifferent
computersystems. The format consists of a set of ASN.1
objects whichare mechanically
straightforwardto parse, but
are also easyfor humans
to create and understand.It diff~
fromall other related standardsin that it specifies howa
moleculeshould be displayed without requiring a custom
formatfor the coordinatedata.

Introduction
Biological macromolecularstructure information has recently
becomewidely available to researchers without specialized
equipment or software. The Protein Data Bank (PDB)
(AbolaetaL 1987), the current repository for protein and, to
a lesser extent, DNAstructures nowhas a World WideWeb
(WWW)
site (Skora 1994) and NIHhas developed a system
for automatically manipulatingstructures, generating images,
and sending them over the network(FitzGerald 1994).
Because the equipment and software necessary to view
protein structures has also become commonplace(Hall
1995), protein structure coordinates---rather than simply 2D
images--are now being used as a means of scientific
communication,as exemplified by Protein Science’s indusion
of kinemages with every issue (Neurath 1992). Kinemages
(Richardson & Richardson 1992; White eta,(1994) do more
than just present the protein structure: they highlight various
regions using color and other display techniques, provide
preferred views, and also permit the display of special
interactions, structural changes,and other dynamicfeatures.
Newdatabases, including scop (MurzinetaZ, 1995), make
use of the easy network access to protein structures to
enhancetheir usability and versatility. It is frequently
desirable to be able to highlight regions of structures, as done
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by kinemage,in these systems. Whilekinemagescan be sent
over the network and are part of the proposed chemical
MIME
type (Borenstein &Freed 1993; Rzepa, Murray-Rust
&Whitaker1995), they are not fully suitable for general use.
In part, this is becausethe data neededto specifya region of a
protein and its annotation are relatively small but
coordinates--especially
in the PDB format--take an
enormous number of bytes. In the case of structures
deposited in the PDB,the coordinate data in a kinemagefile
is no different from that whichis already likely to exist
locally. By conflating the commentary(specifying regions)
with the coordinate data, kinemage files are made
unnecessarily large and therefore inconvenient for sending
over networks. Additionally, the structures in kinemage
format cannot be viewed with display systems which may
have facilities which differ from those in the kinemage
programs.Onepartial solution is customscripts for viewing
systems, such as the rasmolscript system (Hubbard
Brenner 1994) which avoids mixing annotation with data but
has the disadvantageof being specific to a particular program.
In recent years the numberof programsfor viewing and
analyzing macromolecular structures
have grown
dramatically, as haveindividual programs’sophistication. It
is remarkablethat no standard mechanism
currently exists for
conveyinginformation, beyondcoordinates, from one system
to another. Virtually every programhas its ownmethodof
defining regions of proteins, and these specifications often
have little overlap. It woulddearly be desirable to have a
format for inter-program communication. Unfortunately,
the kinemageformat is inappropriate for this role becauseit
uses a non-standard format for macromoleculardata, so the
coordinate data cannot be easily extracted. Further, the
highlighted regions lack the generality necessaryfor any sort
of usageother than visual display.
The National Center for Biotechnology Information
(NCBI) macromolecular database (MMDB)
types (Ohkawa
& Bryant 1994) and the Chemical Abstracts Service’s
Chemical eXchange Format (CXF) (Steckert & Mockus

1994) provide very powerfuland general meansof describing
and annotating macromolecular structures, as does the
proposed mmCIF
format (Bourne et al~ in prep.). However,
these formats are complex to use and cannot be easily
interpreted or created manually. Moreover, like the PDB
format, they do not provide straightforward facilities for
describing coordinatesstored dsewhereor for specification of
howa molecule should be displayed.
Thus, it is with the goal of providing programindependent annotation of macromolecular structures,
without the need for integral coordinate information, that we
propose the annmm
set of standards. It is a simple, general,
and easy to understand format which permits markup of
PDB-format macromolecular structures similar to that
available by use of the kinemageformat. Weexpect that
extensions and improvementswill be madeto the format in
the future, though care has been taken to ensure the
specification is robust enoughto be backwardcompatible.
Design Goals
The key idea behind annmmis to refer to a set of
macromolecularcoordinates (generally the name of a PDB
entry), and define a set of annotations, whichcan be displayindependent markups. For a given type of highlighting,
particular display techniqueswill be preferred, but the actual
display system maychoose any type of highlighting of which
it is capable. For flexibility,
nearly every one of the
specification’s objects maybe omitted. This broadens the
utility of the specification, but places a burdenon systems
reading the format to produce appropriate results when
insufficient
information is provided. The annmm
specifications are very general, and can be used as a generalpurpose format for exchanging data between different
macromoleculardatabases, analysis programs, and display
systems.
To ensure that it would be syntactically well-defined,
annmmhas been specified as a set of Abstract Syntax
Notation 1 (ASN.1) objects. ASN.1 is a standard for
representing
data which has been adopted by the
International Standards Organization (ISO) for open systems
interconnection (OSI) in almost precisely the type of use
intended for annmm. Its use for biological data was
pioneered by NCBI, which maintains the GenBank and
Entrez databases (Benson, Lipman & Ostell 1993). The
Chemical Abstracts Service has also designed CXF, an
extremely general way of describing small and large
molecules, in ASN.1 (Steckert & Mockus 1994).
description of the ASN.1notation, further references, and a
moredetailed rationale for its use in specifyingbiological data
can be found in the NCBIToolbox documentation (Ostdl
1993).
While the ASN.1 notation provides strong syntactic
definitions, it does not provide any guarantees about the
semantic interpretation of an annmmobject. The semantics
havetherefore been developedwith careful attention to detail
and completeness,although carefully selected portions of the
annmmare semantically undefined or weaklydefined. There

are several reasonsfor this. First, it permitsmodificationsto
the format which take into account the experience of use,
without the need to modifythe syntax (and therefore render
the data unreadableto older parsers). Second, it delegates
some of the interpretation of the objects to the systems
making use of them, allowing the systems to incorporate
customized features. Because of the way in which the
specification is designed,it is possible for individual systems
to develop their ownextensions within the defined syntax
(i.e., without having to define new ASN.1objects) without
corrupting the data in such a waythat it cannot be used by
other systems. Third, the fuzzy definition of somesemantics
provides flexibility for humancommunication.
Whereverpossible, the format has been designed to place
burdens on the creator of annmmobjects rather than the
reader of them. As a result, whenseveral redundantmeansof
describing information could be used, annmmtries to permit
only one, even though this occasionally makes the format
somewhatinconvenient or obtuse. For example, there is no
wayto specify a region as "all of the threonines"in a protein;
the actual residue numbersof each threonine wouldneed to
be provided. The rationale for this approach is to minimize
the overhead required to use the annmmformat; generally
the specifications used by annmmare amongthose used by
most programsor are at least easily derived from those used
by most programs. The principal disadvantage of this
minimalist approach is that humanusers mayneed to use
tools to generate annmmobjects for apparently simple
specifications. But providingalternative meansof specifying
data would require every program wishing to use annmm
objects to include additional code to translate a variety of
formatsinto the preferred internal format.
Sema-tics

of the AnnmmStandard

Annmm_Object
Typical users of the annmmstandard will store and transfer
Annmm
objects (defined in Figure 1; examplein Figure 2),
These objects contain information about the macromolecular
structure data being described, general viewing parameters,
and a set of display elementswhichindudethe actual regiondefining objects. It is effectively a container for holding the
region information and specifying the context to whichthey
refer.
The Annmm
objects consist of a sequence of parameters,
none of whichneed be provided save an identifier specifying
that the object is of the Annmm
type. A detailed explanation
of eachfield follows:
¯ type
For identification of the type of the Annmm
object, and
its version, these are provided as the first, and sole
mandatoryfields in the annmmobject. The type listed
here should be the proposed chemical MIME
(Rzepa,
Murtay-Rust&Whitaker 1995) namefor the object.
¯ creator
The system which created the Annmmobject may
Brenner
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identify itself here. No standard for identifying
programsis prescribed. This information maybe used
to aid interpretation of the mark-up.
id
This identifier will be used in later versions of the
annmmspecification to uniquely identify set of data;
presentlyit is unused.
title
The title is a simple string used for describing the
Annmm
object. It should provide all necessary context,
and should not depend upon any other element of the
object for explanation
comment
The comment field is intended to contain general
information about the object, for humanconsumption.
A typical commentwould explain, in general terms,
what the Annmm
object is intending to show, and might
be consideredto be a caption to the object as a meansof
communications. Although typed comments[see below]
are permitted here, generally machine-readable
information would be provided in the custom field.
Thus, beyonda possible single series, nested comments
wouldnot usually be expected here.
format
If the format is not pdb, this field maybe used to select
a reference database. The entry in the database is
indicated by the namefield.
name
The nameis intended to hold the 4-character PDBentry
codefor the coordinatedata, or an identifier for an entry
an a different database specified by the format field. If
no standard identifier exists, the name should be
omitted.
location
Because the Annmm
object does not contain integral
coordinate data, it is necessarythe systems using these
objects knowhow to locate the data. Most standard
macromolecularcoordinate files can be found in wellknownlocations (either locally or over the internet),
which can be deducedfrom the nameof the entry and its
format. Thus, in mostcases the data will be retrieved on
the basis of those two fields alone. The location field
provides alternative location an to look for the data
should the regular locations fail or should a namenot be
given. If a nameis given, then the data provided by the
location field is not guaranteed to be used. There are
two ways of providing location information: either a
URL(whichcan specify a file either on a local disk or
over the network)or "here," whichmeansthat the actual
coordinate data is incorporated directly into the Annmm
object.
trans form
Global transformations and viewing parameters to be
applied to the coordinates are specified by a Transform
object, described in moredetail below.
custom
This field is intended for use by individual programsto
provide data in a customized, implementationISMB-95

dependent format. Typically the commentwill consist
of a series of typed comments.The type of each member
of the series indicates what programis intended to make
use of the data, and the structure of the comment
associated with the type is left to the discretion of that
program. Commentsare described in greater detail
below.

context
The context provides the facility to entirely maskthe
coordinate data described by the element regions.
Specifying a context is tantamount to deleting all
coordinate data whichdoes not fall within the context.
This maybe used, for example, to indicate that all
elements describe only one of several copies of a single
protein in a crystal unit. It also provides a simple and
coarse mechanismfor focusing on a single region of a
macromolecule.
elements
The elements field contains a series of AnnElement
objects, whichcontain the actual regions of the structure
to be annotated as well as the annotations and display
features, as describedbelow.
AnnFJement Object
AnAnnElement
object contains a definition of a region of a
macromolecule and annotation which most commonlywill
indicate howthe region should be displayed. Thecoordinates
to whichthe region applies are specified elsewhere,generally
in the enclosing Annmm
object. In the current version of the
definition, the meansof formally describing the region are
limited: only a title (preferably very short), DisplayFormat
objects, and commentsare permitted. Both of the latter
objects are describedin greater detail below.Whilecurrently
unused, the AnnElementcan also include an identification
key, which may be used by future versions of the annmm
specification to permit AnnElementsto be combinedwith
each other in more complex ways than those currently
possible.
AnnRegion Object
The AnnRegion
object is the core of the annmm
specification
and is a single VisibleString with data encodedin a custom
format (i.e., not ASN.1). Although ease of computer
generation and parsing of AnnRegionsis considered more
importantthan manualinterpretation, they are still intended
to be easily comprehensibleand usable by humans.
As noted above, the mechanismfor describing regions is
complete but avoids multiple mechanismsfor describing the
data. Thus, it maybe less convenient than the languages
provided by some programs for specifying certain
characteristics of proteins. In these cases, tools maybe used
to generate the annmm
object.
The AnnRegion
object contains sets of manyfields which
each act to restrict the data in the region, and all of these
fields are logically ANDed
together to generate a final set of
atoms. These sets maythen be connected with a logical OR.
Thesesets are specified by strings ORedwith the vertical bar

(I) character. In most cases, a field of the definition not
specified will select all possible values, whilean emptystring
for a given field will select nothing. Withineach field, the
hyphencharacter (-) is an inclusive range operator and the
commacharacter (,) acts as a logical OR. Spaces are not
permitted, and all text within an item is case insensitive.
Items listed individually or as a terminusof a rangemustexist
in the coordinate data; however,there maybe gaps within the
sequenceof a range.
Mostof the field namesin the specification (Figure 1) have
an obviousrelationship to items specified in the PDBformat.
Nonetheless, someexplanation is required because there are
several caveats. Moreover, it should be noted that many
fields cannot be specified completelyon a "general" PDBfile;
the vagaries of the particular PDBfile must be used to
determineprecisely whatwill be selected.
¯ model
If no modelis sele~ed, the systemreading the file may
chooseto operate on only the first modelrather than on
all.
¯ chain
A chain range maybe only alphabetic or numeric and
does not relate to the ordering of chains in the ATOM
records of the PDBfile. Thusthe range "A-C"specifies
only chains A, B, C even if the PDBchain order is
A,L,B,1,2,M,C,N;to specify 1,2,A,B use "I-2,A-B."
¯ mer
A ’mer’ is a single monomerof a macromolecular
polymer; thus, it is generally a protein’s amino acid
residue or a nudeic acid’s nudeotide, the atomsof which
are specified by a PDBATOM
record. Whenatoms
with insertion codes (e.g., a residue with the name38A)
fall between residues specified by a range or are
specifically listed in a range, then those residues are part
of the range. A missingmerfield will only sdect all mers
if a het field is not defined, as explainedbelow.
¯ het
Thehet field is analogousto the merfield, exceptthat it
refers to "heterogens" whose atoms are given by
HETATOMrecords
in a PDB file.
The annmm
specification permits monomers
and heterogens to have
independent numberspaces. Thus it is possible to have
both a residue or base 3 and a heterogen 3 in a given
chain, with the former being specified by the mer field,
an the later by the het field. However,as mer and het
numberingsusually do not overlap, if one of mer or het
is specified and the other is not, then the one not
specified will be considered as a null selection (rather
than no selection at all). Consequendy,
selecting mers 130 will preclude the selection of bets 31-40unless they
are explicidyspecified.
¯ alt
The PDBformat permits a given atom to have partial
occupancyin each of several alternative positions. The
alt field allows a preference to be expressed for one or
more of these positions. Whenonly one Position for an
atomexists, then this field is ignored,as alternatives are
usually only named in PDBfiles when more than one

configuration is available. It should be noted that while
alternative atompositions in a PDBfile are specified on a
per-atomlevel, it is usually only meaningfulto construct
residues (and in somecases, whole proteins) will all
atomsin the same(e.g., "B") alternative configuration.
If no alternative is explicitly listed, the system may
decide whetherto display a single alternative (generally
the first or that with the highest occupancy) or all
alternatives.
¯ atomtype
Individual atomswithin a residue are specified by their
type, as defined by the PDB.The type includes both the
element type of the atomand the atom’s position within
the monomeror heterogen. For example, the alpha
carbon is called "CAIThe PDBalso specifies orderings
for atom names, which may in the future be used in
ranges, but are not currently permitted.
The spec definition consists of a single string. Eachfield
provided must be in the appropriate order and in most cases
must be precededor suffixed by an identifying character as
follows:
[model$]
[chain:] [mer][#her][^ alt][/atomtype]
If the proposedSeglDfield is added to PDBentries, then
that will constitute another elementof the spec string. It is
expected that it wouldfall betweenchain and mer, and be
suffixedby a percent sign.
As noted above, blocks of these specifications maybe
joined by vertical bars to ORthem together. Somesample
specifications are shownand explainedbelow:
¯ 1-100
Select all atomsin residues 1-100. If multiple chains are
present, select those residues from all chains. The
programmaychooseits owndefault actions to deal with
multiple modelsand alternative configurationsif they are
present. Noatomsfromheterogens will be selected.
¯ A:48A^B
Select conformationB (if such a conformationexists)
residue 48Ain chain A.
¯
20-505A-C:20-40#1-10^A/N,O,C,CA, CB
Select the backboneatoms and beta carbons in models
20 through 50, chains A, B, C, residues 20-40 (induding
inserted residues such as 32A), and using alternative
whenevermultiple configurations exist and the oxygen
("O’) atomsin waters (heterogens) 1-10.
¯ AA:I/CA
Select all atoms in the chains namedA and 1, and all
alpha carbonsin the entire coordinatedata.
Comment Object
Typically, a comment
will simply be either a VisibleString of
free text, or a URLwhichreferences relevant textual or other
information. Whenmultiple strings or URLsare needed, the
series option can be used. Nested Comments are
semantically undefined in general, but may be used in
implementation-specific manner.
An important alternative use of the Comment
object is to
embed system dependent extensions within an annmm
specification using the "typed" fidd choice. A Comment
can
Brenner
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be identified as being intended for a particular programin the
type field, and the commentfield can provide text in an
implementation-defined manner. The Commenttype is
recursive, and once the intended interpreting programis
specified at the highest level, all other levels are left to that
system to use in its desired manner. With experience, we
expect that standard usage guidelines will evolve. A sampleof
a Comment
providing type-specific information is in Figure
3. Typed Commentsintended for custom use must be at the
highest level available, either as the sole choice for the
comment,or as one of the membersof a series at the highest
level.
Transform Object
The Transform object may be included in an Annmm
object
to provide global transformations
of the provided
coordinates, as noted in the description of the Annmm
object. This permits a moleculespecified by a standardfile to
be re-oriented to highlight specific features. Some
transformations are order-dependent,and must be carried out
in the order specified by the format. There are three
componentsto the transformation: rotation, translation, and
zoom.Eachof these is specified as a choice becausethere are
a numberof different methodsof specifying them. Presently,
however,only one format is defined for each one.
Therotation is givenas a set of rotation angles, in radians,
aroundeach of the x, y, and z axes in order. To provide the
desired view, it is necessary that display system showx
horizontallyand positive to the right, y vertically and positive
upwards and positive z projecting out of the screen.
Translations are specified as a simple angstromoffset to be
added to each point, and viewing programs are assumedto
try to place xyz coordinates0,0,0 at the center of the screen.
(If no translation if given, then the systemmaycenter the
coordinates as it wishes.) Zoomdoes not necessarily affect
the coordinates themselves, but is typically used in viewing
systems to highlight a particular region. It is normally
expected that the display will encompassthe whole of the
macromolecule, and this is equivalent to a zoom
magnification of 1. If a particular Annmm
object wished to
focus on a small site on a large protein, rotation could be
used to bring the site to the fore, and translations to center
the region, and then zoomto haveit fill the wholescreen.
In order to make the format easy to parse, and place
computational burdens on systems generating the format
rather than those reading it, the transformations do have
somefairly inconvenient limitations. Themost significant is
that all operations must be based upon numerical
coordinates, and not features of the macromolecule
(i.e., it is
not possible to automatically center on a particular residue).
In addition, there is no explicit facility for clipping, although
defined AnnRegions
could be used to effectively provide this.
A minor inconvenience is that manyalternative means of
describing the rotation, including matrices, quaternions, and
rotation arounda defined line are not currendy supported.
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DisplayFormat Object
Hints about the howa region of a macromoleculeshould be
displayedare given in the DisplayFormat
object. Presently, it
only defines fairly abstract descriptions or system-defined
"custom" descriptions in Commentformat (above). The
custom descriptions may use explicit commandsfrom the
viewer systemor any other useful information.
The abstract display selection selected must be one of
manyenumerated formats, which fall into two general
categories. The first provide somehints to the systemabout
what is importantabout the selected region, for example,that
it is an alpha helix. The display system could use this
information to, for example, display the region as a helix
rather than a set of bonds. However, the system is not
obligedto use any particular representation.
The second category consists of entirely abstract
descriptions, namesonly d00 through d09. Somesuggestions
for howa viewer maywish to interpret these are given as
commentsand there is an implied hierarchy of d01 being
moresignificant than d02 (and so on to d09), but the only
onus placed on the displayer is to attempt to present the ten
different formats differently. Display systems mayuse the
creator data from the Annmm
object to help decide what
display methodto use for the fully abstract types. Aminimal
attempt to provide differentiation betweenthe different forms
of highlight mightsimplyinvolvedifferent colors or shadings.
Future Directions
Libraries to read and write the annmm
objects in the C and
Perl languages are currently under development, as are
interfaces for scop (Murzinetal. 1995), RasMol(Sayle 1994)
Molscript (Kraulis 1991), and Kinemage (Richardson
Richardson 1992). Wehope that the broad utility of this
standardfor annotatingregions for structures will lead to its
widespread use. Increased use will, inexorably, highlight
someweaknessesof the format and lead to requests for more
flexibility and features. Oneof the challengesof maintaining
the annmm
specification will be deciding howto enhanceit
without makingit inconveniently complex.
Manyextensions to annmmare already planned, but are
not included in the first version, both to speed adoption of
the standard and to allow experience to guide the
architecture. In order to facilitate comparisonof molecules,
somesort of container for Annmm
objects will be created. It
will probably permit references to symbolically named
Annmmand AnnElement objects. Another set of new
objects will be created to enhancethe types of annotation
available, such as to allow the definition of secondary
structure elements. Manynewdisplay options will be added
as they are deemednecessary, including animationand color,
as well as moreabstract types and the ability to define a few
~explicit" types with parameters(e.g., alpha-carbonbackbone
1 A wide.)
It is perhaps ironic that a specification for regions of
macromoleculesstored in PDBformat should created just as
that format enters its twilight. While the annmmset of

objects will be able to specify most of the entities in newer
formats such as mmCIF,MMDB
and CXF, it will require
somestraightforward extensions to do so fully. Moreover,if
most programs which deal with macromoleculesincorporate
a STAR-based
parser to read mmCIF,it maybe profitable to
translate the annmmspecification to STAR,even though
ASN.1 does has broader support and some technical
advantages.However,for at least the next several years, and
probably longer, the PDBformat will be used predominantly.
During that time and probably thereafter, the annmmformat
will help make macromolecularstructures a powerful and
direct meansof scientific communication.

StandardsNote
We recommend that the Annmmtype be registered as
MIMEtype chemical
/ annmm,for file extensions annmm
and amm. Until the chemical MIMEprimary type is
adopted, we recommendthat Annmm
object be transmitted
under the type chemical/x-armarca.
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Figure

1. The AnnmmASN. 1 Specification

Annmm DEFINITIONS : : =
BEGIN
EXPORTS Annmm;
Annmm :: = SEQUENCE {
type
Type,
-- chemical/annmm, version 1.0
creator
Type OPTIC~IAL,
id
VisibleString OPTIONAL,
-- Currently unused; for unique id’s
title
VisibleString OPTIONAL,
-- user-readable title for display
comment
Comment OPTIC~AL,
-- comments
format
ENUMERATED {
pdb (i),
other (255)
} DEFAULT pdb,
name
VisibleString OPTIONAL,
-- entry name, e.g., ’2cro’
location
CHOICE {
-- where to find the entry
url
VisibleString,
-- a URL (including local path)
here
VisibleString
-- text of the actual object
} OPTIONAL,
transform
Transform OPTIONAL,
custom
Comment OPTIONAL,
-- non-general items for recipient
AnnRegion OPTIONAL,
context
elements
SEQUENCE OF AnnElement OPTIONAL,
}
AnnElement : : = SEQUENCE {
id
VisibleString OPTIONAL,
title
VisibleString OPTIONAL,
region
AnnRegion OPTIONAL,
format DisplayFormat OPTIONAL,
cormnent Comment OPTIONAL,
}

-- used for reference in higher objects

AnnRegion ::= CHOICE {
-- These assume that residues and heterogens come from different numberspaces.
-- Lack of specification assumes "all’, except that residue & hetresidues
-- exclude the other unless both are listed
spec
VisibleString
spec ::= [model$][chain:][residues][#hetresidues][^alternative][/atoms]
}

Type ::= SEQUENCE {
type
VisibleString,
version VisibleString OPTIONAL
}
Comment : := CHOICE {
text
VisibleString,
VisibleString,
url
series
SEQUENCE OF Comment,
typed
SEQUENCE {
type
Type,
comment comment
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}
}
-- Default display should have coordinate axes with X horizontal, Y vertical,
-- Z positive out of screen. 0,0,0 should be at center of screen, and the
-- molecule should approximately fill the window, without clipping in any
-- direction.
Transform ::= SEQUENCE {
rotation
CHOICE {
axes
SE~CE
(
-- rotate around each axis in order, in radians
x
REAL,
y
REAL,
z
REAL } } OPTIC~i~L,
translation CHOICE {
offset SEQUENCE {
-- angstroms
x
REAL,
y
REAL,
z
REAL } } OPTIONAL,
zoom
CHOICE {
mag
REAL } OPTIONAL -- magnification, 1 == default

}
DisplayFollm~t : : = SEQUENCE {
abstract
ENLR4ERATED {
default (0),
-general (20),
-detailed (21),
-atom (30),
-cpk (31),
--bond (40),
hbond (41),
--atombond (50),

bas (51),
secondary
( 60
alpha (61),
beta (62),
loop (63),
turn (64),
mer (70),

hydro(71),

),

some sort of default view
"general" display, e.g., CA backbone
detailed display e.g., wireframe
some representation of atoms, e.g., colored points
spacefilling display
some representation of bonds, e.g., wireframe
highlight hydrogen bonds
some representation with both atoms and bonds
-- ball and stick
-- highlighting secondary structure

highlight the chemical nature of the monomers
according to hydroPhobicity
types, to be interpreted, system-dependent
(default; wireframe color by atom type or solid)
(spacefilling)
(van der Waals surface)
(ball and stick)
(rods colored by mer class [e.g., hydrophobic])
(indicate secondary structure)
(wireframe color bright)
(wireframe color normal)
(de-eaiohasize; wireframe color dull)
(don’t display at all)

-- Highly symbolic
-d00 (i00),
d01 (i01),
-d02 (102),
-d03 (103),
-d04 (104),
-d05 (105),
-d06 (106),
-d07 (107),
-d08 (108),
-d09 (109)
-} OPTIONAL,
Comment OPTIONAL
custom

END

-- end of module

Brenner
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Figure 2. Anexample Annmm
object
/~r "LDATtm
::~ {
type {
type

"chemical/x-annmm",

version

"I.0"},

creator [
type

¯ s cop",

version

"0.5" },

title

¯ scop:

name

¯ imdt",

location

url

"ftp: / / ftp.pdb.bnl.gov/... ¯ ,

spec

¯A-B:" ,

context
elements

{
region

Globin fold in diphtheria

toxin’,

spec "A:’,

format {
abstract
comment text
region

default },
"A whole protein"

},

spec "B:’,

format {
abstract
d09 },
comment text "Duplicate
region

spec

subunit"

format {
abstract

d03 ),

comment series {
text
"The globin
url

},

"A:200-380",

core of diphtheria

toxin’,

"http://scop.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/scop/..."

} } } }

Figure 3. An example annmmCommentobject
Comment ::=
{
series {
text

"A general-purpose
comment for use by all systems.
¯
,
"http://www.university.edu/relevant/url.html

url

Cannot

typed {
type

{
type

"pdbviewer",

version
comment

"5.0"

},

series {

text
text

"background black’,
¯
"depthcue
,
on

text

¯ stereo off" ]

],

typed [
type

{
type

¯pdbanaysis",

version

"0.5"

comment series
typed
{

},

{

type {
"prolog"

type
comment
typed

text

cutoff"

},

{

type {
type
comment
types

},

"anisotropic

"body"
],
url

¯http://www.u.edu/body-code.c"

{
type {
type

comment
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"coda" },
text

"output

annmm"

} } ) }

},

be parsed.’,

